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Fuel Oil and Propane Marketers Can Now Run More Efficiently with Sage Intacct 

LYNNFIELD, MA – Blue Cow Software, Inc. is proud to announce a new interface to Sage Intacct, the 

leading cloud financial management solution. 

“Many Ignite Software users are looking for an accounting software that can handle multi-dimensional 

reporting so they can break down reports by their office locations or businesses,” said Nick Quaratiello, 

Blue Cow Software’s Vice President of Operations. “We are happy that this new interface with Sage 

Intacct will provide what our larger clients are looking for.”  

Blue Cow Software is partnering with the accounting firm Gray, Gray & Gray to distribute Sage Intacct to 

the energy industry. “We are proud to offer the Sage Intacct solution and serve as implementation 

specialists. Sage Intacct’s dimensional capability and entity consolidations allow businesses to get their 

full and accurate financial picture from virtually anywhere, at any time, which is essential to achieving 

profitable growth,” said Christy Oles, Business Systems Advisor at Gray, Gray & Gray.  

“Gray, Gray & Gray is the industry’s premier accounting firm and the dashboards they created inside 

Sage Intacct allow CFOs and owners to see how their business is performing in real time,” said 

Quaratiello.  

Energy marketers who are outgrowing their current accounting software, looking to enhance their in-

house accounting, or who are over-reliant on spreadsheets should contact Gray, Gray & Gray about Sage 

Intacct. 

Please contact Todd Kipperman at tkipperman@bluecowsoftware.com for more information on the 

Ignite Software Suite and the Sage Intacct interface.   

### 

About Blue Cow Software 

Blue Cow Software was established in 2004 with the goal of creating software that would provide 

powerful – yet practical – tools for fuel oil and propane dealers. This led to the development of the 

Ignite® software suite, with components designed to improve efficiency and put control of business 

operations into a comprehensive platform that was easy to use and could grow with business. 

Today, Blue Cow Software is the business management software suite of choice for hundreds of leading 

propane, fuel oil, and HVAC companies across the U.S. and Canada. Blue Cow Software continues to stay 

on top of industry trends and best practices, incorporating updates and upgrades across the Ignite® 

suite to better help users gain stronger than ever control over their business operations.   Visit our 

website at www.bluecowsoftware.com for more information.  
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